
 

 

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

5.1.  Conclusion 

Google translate statements frequently violate grammatical forms, such as 

the usage of articles, tenses, and substitution. Specifically, this research used 

Larson’s theory about the types of grammatical errors. Namely, errors in addition, 

deletion, replacement, and misordering in analyzing X Culinary Art students’ 

narrative texts that have been translated by using Google Translate.  

There are two addition errors in five narrative texts. The words are "after 

and who." There are two deletion errors. Those are deletion articles and translated 

people's names. Replacement errors are the most common, followed by a total of 

17 errors. Among them are replacement errors because they cannot find the right 

equivalent, translating word for word, pronoun substitution errors, and translating 

people's names. The last is a misordering error. There are two misordering errors: 

that a word or a group of words is placed incorrectly in a sentence. 

However, Google Translate is useful for translating documents, particularly 

for students completing assignments. But, because Google Translate is not always 

accurate, we must still proofread to determine what errors remain and what needs 

correcting. The translation output will be better and more natural, and the reader 

will be able to understand it more clearly before it becomes the final result. 

 

 5.2. Suggestions 

1. The researcher suggested the students enrich their vocabulary to make it 

easier for them to translate.  

2. The researcher suggested students to pay close attention to the punctuation 

in our Indonesian writing so that translation errors are reduced. 

3. Aside from expanding vocabulary and paying attention to punctuation 

marks, the researchers suggest that students improve their knowledge of 



 

 

grammar so that when an error occurs, they are immediately aware of it and 

may correct it with the proper word or phrase structure. 

4. Teachers are advised to always incorporate knowledge of grammar when 

teaching any material. And most importantly, it must be able to make 

students aware that even Google Translate still needs correction afterward. 

 


